Run 2364 : The Swedish National Day Run
Hares : Divot & Pushup
Runners from the Swedish National Day run were:
• Tinkerbell
• Bugs
• Splat
• JC
• Scruffy
• Handjob
My quote was: Two weeks before, Divot set a run and lost all but one runner; this week he
went one better and lost all the runners”.
There were six runners. The first half of the run was set by Divot and went north up
Rawlings Street, then over Shafston Avenue to a three-way at the roundabout on O’Connell
Street, before continuing around to Dockside. All pretty hard to follow, as the arrows kept
moving from one footpath to the other, then one side of the road to the other. At Dockside,
we met another hash run’s arrows coming another direction; we went around the waterfront
to Rotherham Street and a CB up the Story Bridge via the steps at Story Bridge Hotel. After
much confusion in Baildon Street, we found trail down Bright & Hamilton Streets, before
turning up a grassy bank into Scott St. At the underpass at Thornton St, we got completely
lost – appears we joined some other hash club’s trail, as we back around to Dockside via the
Town Square, to re-join the same run from earlier. At this
point, Scruffy, Handjob & JC gave up and headed for the pub. The other three
(Bugs, Splat and Tinkerbell) decided to go back to Thornton St via the underpass, and then
run back under the Kangaroo Point Cliffs. As we ran, we noticed arrows (which later turned
out to be Pushup’s second half of the run8. We ran as far as the Captain Cook Bridge, but
due to all the earlier farcups and with time approaching one hour, we gave up at that point
(knowing Pushup, the trail could have gone for another half hour or more). We bailed out
and turned up Ellis Street, then ran back to the Pineapple (apart from regrouping at the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, to give them a rousing rendition of “Rule
Brittania”).
On on
Tinkerbell

